The paper deals with a alternative tool for symbolic regressionAnalytic Programming which is able to solve various problems from the symbolic regression domain. In this contribution main principles of Analytic Programming are described and explained. Then follows how Analytic Programming was used for setting an optimal trajectory for an artificial ant according to Koza. An ability to create so called programs, as well as Genetic Programming or Grammatical Evolution do, is shown in that part. Analytic Programming is a superstructure of evolutionary algorithms which are necessary to run Analytic Programming. In this contribution SelfOrganizing Migrating Algorithm and Differential Evolution as two evolutionary algorithms were used to carry simulations out.
INTRODUCTION
The term "symbolic regression" represents a process during which measured data is fitted and a suitable mathematical formula is obtained in an analytical way. This process is well known for mathematicians. They used this process when they need a mathematical model of unknown data. For long time symbolic regression was a domain of humans but in few last decades computers have gone to foreground of interest in this field. Firstly, the idea of symbolic regression done by means of computer was proposed in Genetic Programming (GP) by John Koza [1] [2] . The other two approaches are Grammatical Evolution (GE) developed by Conor Ryan [3] [4] and here described Analytic Programming (AP) designed in [5 -8] .
GP was the first tool for symbolic regression done by means of computer instead of humans. The main idea comes from genetic algorithms (GA) which John Koza uses in his GP. The ability to solve very difficult problems was proved many times.
The other tool is GE which was developed in last decade of 20th century by Conor Ryan. GE has one advantage compared to GP and this is ability to use arbitrary programming language not only LISP as is in the case of GP. In contrast to other evolutionary algorithms, GE was used only with a few search strategies, with a binary representation of the populations [3] .
This contribution demonstrates use of methods which is independent on computer platform (as author of AP suggests), programming language and can use any evolutionary algorithm (as demonstrated by [5 -8] ) to find an optimal solution of required task.
ANALYTIC PROGRAMMING 2.1 Description
Basic principles of the AP were developed in the 2001 and stands for synthesis of analytical solution by means of any evolutionary algorithms independently on individual representation [5 -8] .
AP is based as well as GP on the set of functions, operators and so-called terminals, which are usually constants or independent variables like for example: functions( Sin, Tan,, And, Or), operators (+, -, *, /, dt), terminals (2.73, 3.14, t) All these "mathematical" objects create a set which AP tries to synthesize the appropriate solution from. Main core is based on Discrete set handling (DSH) which shows itself as universal interface between EA and symbolically solved problem. That is why AP can be used almost by any evolutionary algorithm [5 -8] .
Briefly said, in AP individuals consist of non-numerical expressions (operators, functions,…) as described above, which are in evolutionary process represented by their integer indexes. This index then serves like a pointer into this set of expressions and AP uses it to synthesize resulting function-program for cost function evaluation. List of expression can be mathematical or also linguistic terms as in this case which represents mobility of a robot. To find a final formula, use of evolutionary algorithm as an optimization tool which finds the best solution according to value of cost function is necessary as was mentioned in the introduction. 
PROBLEM DESIGN

Santa Fe description
The Santa Fe trail, demonstrated, was chosen from [1, 9] to make an enlarged and comparative study with the same problem which was solved by Koza in Genetic Programming.
The SantaFe trail is defined as a 32 x 31 fields where food is set out. The aim of the task is that an artificial ant should go through defined trail and eat all food what is there.
Set of functions
Functions used for movements of the ant are Left, Right, Move for turning left and right and moving one field forward. Two arguments function IfFoodAhead was for indicating food infront of the ant. The last 2 function Prog2 and Prog3 were for doing two action in together. There were necessary to create whole complex formula.
Used evolutionary algorithms
Based on reached results in [8] where authors of AP used four evolutionary algorithms, the same set of algorithms was used in this experiment, i.e. algorithms used in this study were SOMA and DE. (Simulated Annealing (SA) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) are in process now).
CONLUSIONS
This contribution deals with a tool for symbolic regression. This study shows that this tool is suitable not only for mathematical regression but also for setting of optimal trajectory for artificial ant which can be replaced by robots in real world, in industry.
To compare with standard GP it can be stated on the basic results above that AP can solve this kind of problems in shorter times as cost function evaluations are counted. The number is lowered by decreasing of size of population which is 300 in both algorithms. GP uses 4000 -16000 mentioned in [1] . The time could be decreased by parallelization of the process, which is one of further plans, as Koza did in GP. He uses in GP activity computer-cluster consisting of hundreds PCs [10] . But in our case we used only 1 computer.
The aim of this study was not to show that AP is better or worse than GP (or GE when compared) but that AP is also a powerful tool for symbolic regression with support of different evolutionary algorithms.
The main object of the paper was to show that symbolic regression done by AP is able to solve also cases where linguistic terms as for example commands for movement of artificial ant or robots in real world are. For this purpose and because of time consuming calculations only 28 simulations for SOMA and DE were carried out. During these tests the best solution was found by DE which needs only 387 steps to complete the task.
Reached results:
• all 28 simulations were with positive result, i. e. all 28 simulations found solution which accomplished the required tasks thus Analytic Programming is able to solve such kind of problems in symbolic regression
• mutual comparison -SOMA and DE gave satisfactory results. On the other hand, all parameters were set up heuristically. Maybe some better setting could be to improve or speed up the convergence to right solution Future research is key activity in this field. The first step is to finished simulation with other evolutionary algorithms (SA, GA) which are in process now. The second step is to try some other class of problems to show that Analytic Programming is powerful tool as Genetic Programming or Grammatical Evolution are. 
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